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About This Game

Casey Powell Lacrosse 16 combines the player movement and passing of basketball with the stick skills, shooting, and hitting of
hockey to create a high scoring, action-packed game of lacrosse.

Game Features:

Quick Game - Short on time? Pick up the controller and play the fastest game on two feet from the comfort of your
living room! Lacrosse 16 features hundreds of custom teams and thousands of unique players!

Coach Career and Be The Player Mode - Start as a youth, star, or coach and work your way from college into the pros!

Online Multiplayer - Nothing is more rewarding than playing online versus friends and competitors. Our engine is built
from the ground up with online gaming in the forefront. Quickly pick up the game for competitive ranked play or run a
top-tier franchise with your friends through online tournament. Earn badges and experience the rise to the top of the
leaderboards.

Character Creation - Create teams, players, coaches, and referees in the Lacrosse Academy and share them with the
world. The Lacrosse Academy opens up endless customization options from the player’s height, weight, skin and
physique to facial features and hairstyle. Equipment selection allows for customizations of helmets, jerseys, elbow pads,
gloves, stick handles, stick heads, war paint, socks and shoes.
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Gameplay Features:

 Big Hits: Line up the ball carrier for huge hits by perfectly timing up your attack. Imagine a football linebacker with a
titanium shaft. Lay him down!

 Combination Stick Checks: Strip the ball away from the offense with various sword-like stick checks. Slice and dice!

 Evasive Dodging: Execute combination dodge moves to work your way past the defense. Lacrosse players are pure
athletes. First you break their ankles, and then you break their heart.

 Quick Stick Passing: Perform amazingly accurate and fast passing to exploit your opponents. Tic-tac-toe anyone?

 Face-offs: Control every movement of your players stick in first person face-offs. Clamp, pinch and pop, laser? It’s in
your hands!

 Transition Offense: The team who knows how to create numbers is the team who knows how to score goals! Find the
2v1s!

 Transition Defense: It’s on you to decide when to stop ball, when to scrape, and when to rotate. Transition defense will
make or break you!

 Settled Offense: There are times to push transition and there are times to settle the ball down. Do you know the
difference? Championship teams do...

 Settled Defense: How far do you want to close out to play the ball? Are you going to pack it in and play zone? Slide
from the crease or adjacent? Want to lock off their two best players? If you can't play defense, you are going to be in a
world of hurt...

Note: You must be connected to the internet to boot this game. You may disconnect from the internet once at the main menu.
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Title: Casey Powell Lacrosse 16
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Big Ant Studios, Crosse Studios
Publisher:
Big Ant Studios
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Pentium Dual-Core CPU E5700 @ 3.00Ghz/AMD Athlon II X2 250 Processor 3.01Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 6670 or NVIDIA Geforce GT530 with Min 1GB Memory

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Controller Required

English
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In all honesty its a great game and definently worth buying; however it's definently not $50 worth. The only REAL next gen
thing about this game is graphics. Most of the game mechanics are kind of a let down. There is also many glitches to encounter
with in this game. For instants, celebrating after a goal, you may phase right through the net. It's not game breaking but frankley
unproffesional of the developers. As a defencive player in high school, I have found the defence in this game insulting. Sorry if
I offend anyone, but it almost makes us look \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. And the goalies, I know
there is a ton of scoring in lacrosse (I play it) but, the goalies reactions are terrible as well. Not because they can't save anything,
it's because there movements are choppy and not fluent, smoothe. If you dissagre with me I totally get, but I have been waiting
for this game since the fund raised, and kinda have been disappointed with the outcome. I know you developers in a lot of hard
work, and i appreciate it, but some of these mistakes are impossible to miss. I cannot get past the part I had to go out and buy a
new controller to be able to play this. No keyboard support, REALLY? Don't get me wrong I do love this game, and I'd love to
see some updates for future improvement. But for the time being I really do not believe this should be a $50 game.. Without
question, the must have for any Lacrosse fan. It is a great game even if your not into Lacrosse can appreciate. Unbelievably
detailed graphics that capture the entire experience.. I really like the other games from Big Ant (especially Don Bradman
Cricket 14, but Rugby League 3 too) and I bought Lacrosse 16 because it's from them. I had never seen a Lacrosse game before,
I only knew it's a rather exotic sport from Canada and I was curious. And hey, it is like Ice Hockey on grass. Similar pace,
similar fun, similar rules, easy to learn. The controls (especially the shooting) seemed strange to me at first (moving the right
stick instead of pressing a button), but I got used to them and won some matches already. I love sports games, and I love them
even more if they are not from EA and cost less than EA's games.. For the moment I would recommend it for fans of the sport
(though you will have a number of issues with the game since it's not perfect). It's a fun game when it's core aspects are working
and by god will the AI punish you. I will probably update this review over time.. good idea but lots of bugs in the end its fun. My
thoughts on the game,

It is a 8\/10 game for me here is why, I love the controls it feels like a mix between hockey and soccer games and flows nicely.
The hits and passing feel smooth. The only odd feeling part is face offs. I love the game play and I even more love that a real
Lacrosse game is finally out. It is a bit pricey but it is worth the money to me.
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Finally, a lacrosse video game.. Garbage. The gameplay was choppy and lagged every time there was a possession change
regardless of what I did to adjust the settings, and even during momentary times of somewhat smooth play the game still lacked
any sort of feel of anymore than something that belongs as a cellphone game or freeware. It does seem to offer a lot of features,
but that ended up mostly just being a distraction that caused me to surpass the playtime limit for me to be eligible for a
refund...at least I learned that lesson in case there ever comes a 'next time'. If it was possible for a downloaded game to collect
dust, this game would surely find itself covered in a thick layer of it very quickly. Such a shame....it seems like it could have
been so much more.. First of all the price of this game is WAY to much and should be worth $30 max.(its $50 now) The game
and ideas are great,but there are poblems .... Installing the game and playing for the first time there was no tutorial or practice
mode where u could really learn the controls. I found the controls on the difficult side to memorize, and jumping right into a
game was overwhelming. I started with manual controls to switch players ect but found it wouldnt switch to the person i wanted
and would go to someone across the field that couldnt even be in the play. i found that alone extremely frustrating, because it
made defense impossible. I then switched to automatic and that as well went to players on attack while i was playing D. I found
offense very easy and playable, at times the game would pass to the wrong person but i guess that takes practice to aim it to the
right person. The annoying stuff on offense would be if a offensive player passed it across midline to defense. which causes you
to lose the ball and its just annoying.. why would i want to pass there? While playing defense u can really only be one player
therefore AI in the game is supposed to cover the other players that cut through. AI did not do this so i pretty much played a 6
on 1 because my AI teamates litterally stood still and did nothing. I would recomend the game if what above is fixed... as of
right now dont buy it for $50, its only really fun while playing with a friend and that means u have to buy another controller or
they have to buy the game themself. (ITS NOT WORTH IT). This game is so unrealistic... There's people in the stands.

The AI isn't all that great. The controls are a little weird at first, but once you get used to them you can do some really great
things, like switching your stick hand, different dodges, behind the back shooting, and jumping over the crease. The defense is
actually pretty well thought out. I even saw one of my guys slide to the right attackman.

Overall, I'd recommend it. It's a lacrosse game for PC. It's not perfect, but it's good enough.. Great game, similar to FIFA but
for Lacrosse. Quite difficult to defend but it gets much better with practice. Really fun game overall, would recommend to
anyone!. Simply put, this game is not worth $50. It is basically a reskin of the games for Xbox they released several years ago
with added career modes. I played Lacrosse at the DIII level and while this game does do some things well, it gets bogged down
by an unexplained control scheme, poor AI, and wonky physics. Half-field offense is extremely difficult as is 1v1 dodging
because you can never accurately judge when the D can take the ball away from you. Defensive players simply charge the
ballcarrier and slide up-field with no regard to team defense, turning the game into a fast break simulator. This is a good start
and I will pick it up again when the price drops to around $15-20. Hopefully they get the opportunity to make another and focus
on improving the AI and tweaking the little things so that the game can accurately reflect the half-field game which is where the
majority of the game is played.. I think that this game is amazing. I will give the creators props because this game is probably
the first lacrosse game I have seen. As a Lax player, I think that this game interprets lacrosse perfectly. The only suggestion is:
Please make the goalie position playable!!! that would be amazing. I love playing goalie ( for that is what I strive to play, right
now I play D.) and I just hope there could be an update to make the goalie position playable. Other than that, a great game! Ps. I
have a laptop, and it is very laggy, so I would recomend that you have a PC to play this game, but I still play it because I love
Lacrosse. Great job Developers!!!
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